
“THE UNITED GEAR FORCE” STEM ACTIVITY 

By Linda Morales-Burton  Tech Ed. teacher at Christiansburg Middle School 

State Competencies: 

• Identify the six simple machines and examples of each 
• Investigate energy and power systems 
• Illustrate how processes change inputs to outputs in any system 

 

Understandings: 

Students will understand that : 

• Gear ratios are calculated by the number of teeth on the gears 
• The output from “ gearing down” increases the force of the input 
• A compound gear train can increase the gear ratio 

The students will be able to: 

• Compare the strength of gear ratios for force 
• Calculate gear ratios 
• Experience different gear train set ups 

The students will: 

• Use lego gears and motors to explore the “gearing down” principle and construct a 
compound gear train 

• Create a motorized winch designed to drag the heaviest load possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE UNITED GEAR FORCE ACTIVITY PLAN 

INTRODUCTION 

Show video “ Gear Basics”- (10 minutes) 

Real world problem: A category 5 hurricane has devastated a local town. Many heavy items 
must be removed from the streets so that emergency vehicles can move through the town. 
You are to design a motorized winch that can pull the heaviest objects off to the side of the 
road for later pick up. 

Activity 1- Feel the Load 

1. Build the base on card 14. 
2. Place the “string axle” in the end hole and attach the small gear. Add the weight to the 

string and hang the weight over the edge of the table. Turn the axle with your hand. 
Was this hard to turn? _________ 

3. Mesh the medium gear to the small gear and attach it to the base with an axle. Hang the 
weight over the edge of the table again. Now turn the medium gear axle with your 
hand.  Was this harder to turn? __________ Do you know why?________ 
 
How many teeth does the small gear have? _______ (follower gear) 
How many teeth does the medium gear have? ________ ( driver gear) 
When the medium driver gear turned once, how many times did the small gear  
 
turn?______      What is the ratio?  follower  =   _______    =     _________ ratio 
                                                                driver 
 
This was a set up for speed, called “gearing up”. 

4. Now, switch the gears, putting the “string axle” on the medium gear. Hang the weight 
again and turn the axle on the small gear. Did this feel easier?________ 
Calculate the ratio again.     follower  =  _______   =    _________ ratio 
          Driver 
This set up was for “gearing down”  which gives us more force to move heavy things. 
What do you think would happen if we put the large 40 tooth gear as the follower? 
Would it feel easier? _________   Why? ____________________________________  
What would the ratio be?_____ 

5. Complete gear ratio sheet. 
 



 

Activity 2 – Smartboard “Wheels and Gears” interaction 

Activity 3- Compound Gear Train 

1. Move the string axle and 24 tooth gear to the 5th hole.  
2. Connect the motor with small pulleys and belt to the 8 tooth gear. Make sure they line 

up. 
3. Add the extra weight .Can this 3:1 ratio pull the weight?  _______  
4. Put the string axle on a 40 tooth gear and pull the weight. Does it pull it? What was the 

gear ratio? _________ 
5. When we add another 5:1 gear ratio set up, we have a compound gear train. Follow the 

teacher’s instructions for the set up. 
6. Does this set up pull the weight? __________ Why? 
7. To calculate the gear ratio in compound gear train ,we multiply the gear ratios. 

We had 5:1 multiplied by 5:1. What is the gear ratio? ___________ 
How could you build a compound gear train to have a 50:1 ratio?  
 
 

Activity 4- 

Construct a compound gear train to pull the greatest weight possible using the same motor 
and string . 

 

ASSESSMENT 

1. Completion of worksheets. 
2. Class participation. 
3. Completed construction of compound gear train and gear ratio calculation.    
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                                           THE UNITED GEAR FORCE ACTIVITY 

 

Real world problem: A category 5 hurricane has devastated a local town. Many heavy items 
must be removed from the streets so that emergency vehicles can move through the town. As 
an engineer on the United Gear Force Company, you are to design a motorized winch that can 
pull the heaviest objects off to the side of the road for later pick up. 

Activity 1- Feel the Load 

1. Build the base on card 14. 
2. Place the “string axle” in the end hole and attach the small gear. Add the weight to the 

string and hang the weight over the edge of the table. Turn the axle with your hand. 
Was this hard to turn? _________ 

3. Mesh the medium gear to the small gear and attach it to the base with an axle. Hang the 
weight over the edge of the table again. Now turn the medium gear axle with your 
hand.  Was this harder to turn? __________ Do you know why?________ 
 
How many teeth does the small gear have? _______ (follower gear) 
How many teeth does the medium gear have? ________ ( driver gear) 
When the medium driver gear turned once, how many times did the small gear  
 
turn?______      What is the ratio?  follower  =   _______    =     _________ ratio 
                                                                driver 
 
This was a set up for speed, called “gearing up”. 

4. Now, switch the gears, putting the “string axle” on the medium gear. Hang the weight 
again and turn the axle on the small gear. Did this feel easier?________ 
Calculate the ratio again.     follower  =  _______   =    _________ ratio 
          Driver 
This set up was for “gearing down” which gives us more force to move 
heavy things. 
What do you think would happen if we put the large 40 tooth gear as the follower? 
Would it feel easier? _________   Why? ____________________________________  
What would the ratio be?_____ 
 

http://www.google.com/imgres?q=drawings+of+gears&hl=en&safe=active&sa=G&biw=819&bih=460&gbv=2&tbm=isch&tbnid=dFfeZyQ6cYn-gM:&imgrefurl=http://www.hpceurope.com/gb/customMade.php?item=E&PHPSESSID=59ccec22fab4dd4d3b622a130d5b8048&docid=RfhN-df2H7rBTM&w=250&h=274&ei=y3pmTrW3AcrXgQf-k-mdCg&zoom=1�
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5. Complete the gear ratio sheet.  

Activity 2 – Smartboard “Wheels and Gears” interaction 

Activity 3- Compound Gear Train 

1. Move the string axle and 24 tooth gear to the 5th hole.  
2. Connect the motor with small pulleys and belt to the 8 tooth gear. Make sure they line 

up. 
3. Add the extra weight .Can this 3:1 ratio pull the weight?  _______  
4. Put the string axle on a 40 tooth gear and pull the weight. Does it pull it?_____ 

 What was the gear ratio? _________ 
 
When we add another 5:1 gear ratio set up, we have a compound gear 
train. Follow the teacher’s instructions for the set up. 
 

5. Does this set up pull the weight? __________ Why? _____________________________ 
6. To calculate the gear ratio in a compound gear train ,we multiply the gear ratios. 

We had 5:1 multiplied by 5:1. What is the gear ratio? ___________ 
How could you build a compound gear train to have a 50:1 ratio?  
 
 

Activity 4- United Gear Force engineer 

Construct a compound gear train to pull the greatest weight possible using the same motor 
and string.  Fill in the chart below. 

 
TEST 

 
GEAR RATIO 

WEIGHT PULLED 
(GRAMS) 

 
1 

  

 
2 

  

 
3 
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By Linda Morales-Burton  Tech Ed. teacher at Christiansburg Middle School 

State Competencies: 

• Identify the six simple machines and examples of each 
• Investigate energy and power systems 
• Illustrate how processes change inputs to outputs in any system 

 

Understandings: 

Students will understand that : 

• Gear ratios are calculated by the number of teeth on the gears 
• The output from “ gearing down” increases the force of the input 
• A compound gear train can increase the gear ratio 

The students will be able to: 

• Compare the strength of gear ratios for force 
• Calculate gear ratios 
• Experience different gear train set ups 

The students will: 

• Use lego gears and motors to explore the “gearing down” principle and construct a 
compound gear train 

• Create a motorized winch designed to drag the heaviest load possible. 

 


